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Abstract: Substitution of the aromatic core of naphthalene diimide (NDI) chromophores by
morpholine leads to molecules with strong absorbance in the visible spectrum. The shift of absorption
maxima to lower energy is determined not only by the degree of substitution but also by the relative
conformation and orientation of the tertiary amine with respect to the plane of the NDI.
1,4,5,8-Naphthalenetetracarboxylic acid diimides (NDIs) are a class of dye molecules that have been
investigated extensively because of their applications in materials and supramolecular chemistry. The
robust nature of the compounds and their attractive photochemical properties have led to their use
in various applications[1-3] including organic electronics[4-6] and photovoltaic devices.[7-14] With regard
to supramolecular chemistry, NDIs have been utilised in anion recognition[15-17] and the syntheses of
metal-organic supramolecular structures.[18] Unsubstituted NDIs are typically lightly coloured, often
pale yellow, and functionalisation of the naphthalene core is required to facilitate strong absorption
in the visible region by these dye molecules. For such systems to be employed as electron acceptors
in organic photovoltaic devices, or indeed in other applications as dyes, it is vital to fully appreciate
the factors that determine the absorption properties of this important class of molecule. One method
to achieve this is through systematic substitution of the NDI core.
Functionalisation of NDIs can be readily achieved at the imide position and such substitution has been
successfully employed to manipulate the solubility and aggregation properties of these
chromophores. Substitution of the naphthalene core is more synthetically demanding but has been
successfully achieved and typically leads to a more direct modification of the absorption
properties.[19,20] Herein we have chosen to investigate the effect of tertiary amine substitution on the
absorption properties of these important dye molecules. We demonstrate that the absorption
properties are influenced not only by the degree of amine substitution but also by the orientation of
the amine, and in particular the amine lone pair, relative to the NDI core.

Figure 1. Mono- (1), di- (2) and tetra- (3) morpholine-substituted NDIs reported in this study.

Mono- (1), di- (2) and tetra- (3) substituted NDIs (Figure 1) were synthesised by morpholine
substitution of the corresponding brominated NDI. The mono- and di-bromo NDIs were prepared by
literature procedures,[21] isolated and reacted with morpholine in DMF solution to yield 1 and 2, in
91% and 81% yield respectively. For 3, the tetra-bromo NDI was not isolated prior to the reaction with
morpholine due to increased sensitivity of this intermediate with respect to decomposition, see SI for
details. 3 was formed in considerably lower yield (3%), in comparison to 1 and 2, due to debromination
of the starting material under the reaction conditions resulting in formation of 1 and 2 as major
products from the reaction. Reduced yields for reactions of tetra-bromo NDI with amines have been
previously discussed.[22]

Figure 2. Single crystal structures of (a,c) 2 and (b,d) 3. The different orientations of the morpholine
substituents in 2 and 3, with respect to the NDI plane, is clearly seen in c) and d) respectively. Carbon
- grey, nitrogen- blue, oxygen- red. Hydrogen atoms and, in c) and d), the imide substituents are
omitted for clarity.
Single crystals of 1-3 were grown by vapour diffusion of MeOH (1, 2) or hexane (3) into CHCl3
solutions of the compounds.[23] The structures not only confirmed the chemical composition of the
three compounds but importantly showed the conformational arrangements of the three species, in
particular the relative orientation of the morpholine substituents with respect to the NDI core (Figures
2 and S1) in the solid state. In order to evaluate the conformational arrangements in 1-3 the angle
adopted between the least squares planes formed by the naphthalene diimide and the plane formed
by the N atom and three adjacent carbon atoms of each morpholine substituent was measured (two
molecules are observed in the crystallographic asymmetric unit for 1 and 2). The angles between the
planes are similar in 1 (38.2o and 42.2o) and 2 (42.0o or 46.2o). However, in the case of 3 this angle was
found to be 48.7o for two of the appendages and 79.3o for the other two substituents (nearly
perpendicular to the naphthalene diimide plane). Thus, two of the morpholine units in 3 adopt a
similar conformation to those in 1 and 2 whereas the remaining morpholine groups adopt a near
perpendicular orientation with respect to the NDI plane in the solid-state structure of 3.
It is apparent from the highly coloured solutions formed by 1-3 that morpholine substitution has a
significant effect on the optical properties of NDI, as is expected for the incorporation of electron
donating substituents like amines.[19,20,24] A considerable shift of the absorption maxima into the visible
is observed upon addition of morpholine substituents to the NDI unit. Whereas mono-bromo NDI is
pale yellow in CHCl3 solution, 1 is pink (lmax = 541 nm) and 2 is blue (lmax = 602 nm) (Figure 3, 4).

Surprisingly 3 was found to be a similar colour (lmax = 550 nm) to 1 despite the incorporation of three
additional morpholine substituents. The bathochromic shift in the absorption maxima upon the
introduction of additional morpholine groups in 1 and 2 is consistent with our previous observations
with related PDI analogues[25,26] and with related amino-functionalised NDIs.[19,20,24] Surprisingly, the
addition of four morpholine groups onto the naphthalene core, 3, results in a similar UV-visible
spectroscopic profile to that for 1, and is in stark contrast to previously related examples of
tetraamino-functionalised NDIs.[24]
Cyclic voltammetry and UV-visible spectroelectrochemistry was conducted to further
investigate the influence of morpholine substitution upon the optical properties of 1-3. Two reduction
processes are observed for 1-3 (Figure 5 and SI for further details), consistent with previously reported
NDIs,[20] with E1/2 values of -1.10, -1.56 V (1), -1.15, -1.61 V (2) and -1.30, -1.68 V (3) vs. Fc/Fc+. EPR
spectra for the electrogenerated monoanions were recorded confirming the formation on radical
anions upon reduction (see SI). We note that an increase in the number of electron-donating
morpholine substituents results in a systematic shift of reduction potential to more negative values,
which is entirely consistent with previous reports of amino-functionalised NDIs.[ 19,20,24] For 3 an
additional redox process is observed at ca. -1.0V on the return wave consistent with the formation of
an electro-generated by-product following the second NDI reduction process. The compounds exhibit
complex oxidative processes (see SI) which were not probed further by spectroelectrochemistry.
In situ spectroelectrochemical methods were employed to probe the UV-visible spectroscopic
changes that accompany the one- and two-electron reduction processes of 1 and 2 (Figure 6 and SI).
Such studies are unusual for NDI-containing species.[27,28] In the case of 3 only the first reduction was
assessed due to the instability of the dianion, as noted from cyclic voltammetry. It is notable that
although absorption maxima for 1-3 do not follow a linear trend, a hypsochromic trend being observed
between 2 and 3, this same pattern is not observed for the mono-reduced species. Evaluation of the
absorption maxima for each monoanion reveals a bathochromic shift from [1]- (lmax = 495 nm) to [2](lmax = 505 nm) to [3]- (lmax = 526 nm). (See SI for full details of spectroelectrochemistry and UV-vis
data for reduced species).

Figure 3. Solutions of NDI species in CHCl3 solution. From left to right Br-NDI, 1, 2, 3.

Figure 4. UV/vis spectra of 1 (pink), 2 (blue), and 3 (purple) in CH2Cl2 solution.

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 (pink), 2 (blue) and purple (3) recorded in CH2Cl2 containing
[Bu4N][BF4] (0.4 M).
It is interesting to note that for this series of compounds an interesting contrast is observed
between the trends in reduction potential and absorption maxima for 1-3. Thus, the reduction
potentials follow the trend 1 > 2 > 3 whereas the absorption maxima (nm) follow the trend 2 > 3 > 1.
In order to investigate these trends further we performed density functional theory (DFT) and timedependent DFT calculations on geometry optimized models of 1-3 in a dichloromethane solvent field

in order to evaluate the influence of morpholine substitution on the electrochemical and UV-visible
spectroscopic properties of the compounds (see SI for full details).

Figure 6. UV-visible spectra of 2/2-/22- recorded in CH2Cl2 containing [Bu4N][BF4] (0.4 M) using
spectroelectrochemical methods for 2 at 273 K showing a) the inter-conversion of 2 (blue) to 2- (red);
and b) 2- (blue) to 22- (red). Arrows indicate the progress of the reduction.
The angles between the morpholine units and the NDI planes in the calculated DFT geometry
optimised structures of 1 and 2 (40.5 and 43.3o, respectively, Tables S5 and S6) are similar to those for
the experimental structures (38.2o or 42.2o for 1, and 42.0o or 46.2o for 2). In contrast the calculated
angles for 3 (54.5, 61.3, 61.5 and 68.1o, Table S7) do not reproduce the near perpendicular orientation
for two of the morpholine units in the experimental solid state structure of 3. Furthermore the greater
angles between the morpholine units and the NDI plane in 3 relative to those of 1 and 2 appears to
be in line with greater steric congestion about the NDI bay area in 3 that arises from the substitutions
of four morpholine group to the NDI unit.

Figure 7. DFT calculated HOMOs and LUMOs for 2 and 3. Compound 2: a) HOMO, b) LUMO. Compound
3 : c) HOMO, d) LUMO. e) Comparison of HOMO-LUMO energy gaps and calculated values for lmax for
1-3.
Nevertheless, the range of angles between the morpholine units and the NDI plane in the
experimental and calculated structures of 3 suggests that the morpholine units adopt orientations
which are most likely limited by the relative proximity and conformations of the adjacent morpholine
units. The calculated compositions of the HOMO in 1-3 (Tables S5-7, Figures 7 and S2) show that these
are NDI- and morpholine-based with contributions that vary between 50.2, 45.8 and 32.8 (%NDI) and
49.3, 54.0 and 66.9 (%morpholine), for 1-3 respectively. In contrast the LUMOs in 1-3 are essentially
localized on the NDI units with contributions of 94.4, 92.1 and 87.0 (%NDI) and 5.3, 7.6 and 12.5
(%morpholine). The energies of the HOMO and LUMO in 1-3 follow the trend 3 > 2 > 1 which is in line
with the incorporation of one, two and four morpholine units in 1, 2 and 3, respectively. However, we
note that the HOMO in 3 shows only a marginal increase in energy relative to its counterpart in 2
(Figure 7, Table S1), which may relate to the significantly different orientations of the morpholine units
relative to the NDI plane in 3 when compared to those in 1 and 2. This effect is not apparent in the
trend in energies for the LUMOs presumably because of the significantly lower contributions from the
morpholine units in these orbitals. The calculated energies of the LUMOs follow the order 3 > 2 > 1
and mirror the measured reduction potentials 1 > 2 > 3. Similarly, the calculated trend in lmax (nm) 2
> 3 > 1 (Figure 7, Tables S2-S4) follows that found experimentally and which can be rationalised
qualitatively in terms of the relative energies of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals in each 1-3 discussed
above. Thus, the apparent hypsochromic shift in lmax from 2 to 3 may result from a greater difference
in HOMO and LUMO energies for 3; a consequence of similar HOMO energies for 2 and 3 that may

reflect the different orientations of the morpholine units relative to the NDI plane in 3 when compared
to those in 2.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that it is readily possible to functionalise NDIs with
amine functionalities that give rise to highly coloured dye molecules. Whilst the expected shift in redox
potentials to more negative values follows the increase in number of electron donating amine
substituents in 1, 2 and 3, (one, two and four respectively), the resulting absorption properties are far
from straightforward. In contrast to previously reported examples of amino-functionalised NDIs,
tetra-substitution by morpholine in 3 does not give the expected hypsochromic shift in the absorption
maxima in comparison to the di-substituted species, 2. Through a combination of single crystal X-ray
diffraction and time dependent DFT calculations we conclude that the orientation of the morpholine
substituents with respect to the naphthalene plane are an important factor in controlling the
properties of functionalised NDIs. Thus, it can be concluded that steric and conformational factors are
significant, not just electronic effects, when designing sterically congested functionalised NDIs.
Experimental Section
Full synthetic details, cyclic voltammetry and UV-vis spectroelectrochemistry data, EPR spectra of
monoanions, DFT Geometry Optimized Structures and figures of the single crystal structure of 1 are
available in the Supporting Information.
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